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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of polymer science which began in the lata nineteenth century, today is 

an aver expanding and increasingly important area of study. The first synthetic polymers, 

including vulcanized mbber and polyvinylchloride (PVC), were commercialized in the 

1920's, long before their unique macromolecular stmcture was recognized or understood. 

Polymer synthesis was developed and greatly accelerated after World War n when many 

traditional manufacturing materials such as steel, stone, and glass ware in short supply. 

The polymers developed at that time have today become commodity materials which are 

fully developed and understood. 

More recent developments m polymer science are placing an emphasis on new 

synthesis areas. One of these is in the development of specialized polymers which are 

designed to meet high specifications such as heat resistance or high strength reqmrements. 

The second area of development, which has grown rapidly since the late 1980's, is in 

polymer blends, which also can be designed to meet certain specifications (1). Although 

the advantages of such specialized polymer blends are obvious, their design is not a sunple 

or fimctionally developed process. Although soma theoretical understandmg of polymer 

blends has been achieved, much of the commercial development has been through 

Edisonian means. 

Several key advantages of polymer blends has lad to their wide commercialization 

in the past decade. For example, in soma cases, addition ofa small amount of one 



polymer has the effect of greatly increasuig the processability of another polymer. In other 

cases, a blend can be developed to capitalize on the mechanical and/or flow properties of 

the two component polymers. Another area in which blending has become popular is in 

the recycUng industry. In this case, blends ofa virgin polymer with recycled polymer are 

being developed in order to improve economics and meat environmental regulations. 

In the past decade, the United States has seen a great increase in the recycling of 

polymeric materials, especially plastics. This drive has been fueled both by increasing 

environmental awareness and the realization that recycling can be economically attractive. 

Plastics are being used in an ever-increasing range of products and applications from 

packaging to anginaaring and constmction materials. Physical properties of plastics such 

as low weight and high durability make these materials popular for a number of 

applications. However, these same properties have made plastics a target for 

enviroimiental concern based on the public perception that these materials are long-lasting 

pollutants which must be disposed of in a responsible manner. The popularity of 

recycling has, for this reason, grown as it is considered a possible long-term solution. 

Recycling has also become an economic viability due to the growing rumiber of 

manu&cturers who use recycled polymers in their products. This use of recycled 

polymers ranges anywhere from replacing soma amount of virgin polymer in a product 

with recycled polymer to the production of an entire product line from recycled material. 

Economics can play a key role in the decision to use recycled rasms because these 

polymers are less costly than virgin. However, because polymers can undergo various 

types of degradation during processing, recycled polymers are often of lower quality than 



virgin. Although there are markets for products where virgin resin can be completely 

replaced by recycled, many polymer users have to meet certain physical property 

requirements. Therefore, unless the end product has low value requirements or less 

stringent property specifications, the amount of recycled polymer that can be used in place 

of virgin is often limited. The amount of recycled polymer which can be used by a 

compounder or molder in a virgin/recycled polymer blend is usually determined by 

experimental trial and error. 

1.1 Objective of a Blending Model 

Some of the difQculties in designing polymer blends have been hinted at in the 

previous section. Polymer blending, including blending of virgin and recycled polymers, is 

a relatively new area. Even so, a great deal of scientific research has been undertaken 

pertaining to this area mainly due to the recognition of the importance of this field. As a 

result, there is a theoretical understanding of many aspects of polymer blending. 

The goal of this work was to organize some of these theoretical aspects into a 

modeling tool to aid in the development and/or improvement of polymer blends. The 

emphasis of this model was on polymer/polymer blends and does not include polymer 

solutions which differ slightly from polymer/polymer blends in behavior. The model which 

was developed is based on first principals and is meant to be used as a directional tool. It 

does not address some aspects of blending, such as rheology, crystallization, or the 

kinetics of phase separation. The main focus of the modal is on determination of blend 

compatibility with additional e^loration of methods for the prediction of physical 



properties ofa blend. Because these two areas of interest can be approached separately 

depending on the needs of the user, the model developed is essentially presented as an 

algorithm using different modaUng approaches to address the two specific areas 

mentioned. This allows a user to bypass compatibility modeling in a case where property 

predictions are dasu-ad for a wall-defined compatible blend. 

1.2 Scope of the Research 

1.2.1 Compatibility Determination 

Much of the theoretical study in the area of polymer blending has been in the area 

of defining and understanding blend compatibility and its relation to blend behavior. Areas 

of interest include the development of expressions to describe phase equilibria and phase 

separation and the development of experimental methods to determine miscibility. A 

miscible blend is essentially homogeneous down to the molecular level. A compatible 

blend may not be completely miscible, but may include more than one phase, each rich in 

one of the blend components. In these cases, compatibility is still achieved through 

adhesion or other mtaractions between the polymer components. These varying states of 

compatibility will be discussed in detail. 

Equilibrium thermodynamic theories have been appUed to polymer solutions and 

polymer/polymer blends in order to understand compatibility and miscibility in terms of 

phase separation. Thermodynamics has also been used to describe the development of 

blend morphology which is the physical manifestation of phase domains within the blend. 

One of the objectives of this research was to develop a compatibility model, based on one 



of these thermodynamic theories, which would meet the model objectives discussed in the 

previous section. 

1.2.2 Physical Property Prediction 

In order to determine if a standard method of predicting physical properties of 

polymer blends existed, an extensive literature search was undertaken. This Uterature 

search indicated many studies over the past twenty years which involved obtaining 

experimental data for physical properties of blends of virgin polymers and those of blends 

involving recycled polymers. In addition, there are several proposed models for the 

prediction of the stmcture or morphology of polymer blends. However, the search failed 

to indicate any general models for the direct prediction of physical properties of the 

blends. This is due to the complexity involved in developing fimctional relationships to 

describe the phenomenon inherent in polymer science. 

This phase of the project was undertaken in the hope of developing a model to 

predict physical properties of blends of virgin and recycled polymers which could prove 

useful to plastic compounders. The physical properties of the most importance to such 

compounders include mechanical properties such as tensile strength and elastic modulus 

and melt properties such as elongation at break and melt flow index (MFI). 

The modeling tool employed in the research is a semi-empuical approach called 

artificial neural networks (ANN). Neural networks are a relatively new approach which 

have been applied in many branches of engineering and science. Industrial appUcations of 

ANN have bean in areas such as speech and visual pattern recognition, process control. 



signal processmg, and weather forecasting. Because ANN have the ability to build an 

internal model based only on exposure to experimental data, they have distinct advantages 

m areas where phenomenological understanding is Umited. 

Although, the use of ANN in polymer science has been Umited, ANN have recently 

been successfully used to predict polymer properties including solvent activities, plasticizer 

densities, and crosslink density of siloxanas (2). This study was undertaken as an effort to 

extend the usefulness of ANN to the prediction of polymer blend properties as previously 

described. 



CHAPTER 2 

POLYMER PRODUCTION 

From the commercialization of PVC in 1929 to the currant development of 

speciality engineering polymers, the production of polymers has grown phenomenonally. 

The importance of polymer production can be realized by observing the number of 

applications for which polymeric materials have replaced traditional materials and the 

various ways in which polymers, especially plastics, have raised the standard of living. 

Many industries which currently use large quantities of polymeric material include the 

packaging, electronics, and the building and automotive industries. As a class, polymers 

include mbbers and natural macromolecules such as cellulose. However, the most 

commonly produced polymers are plastics, and as such, are emphasized in the work 

presented here. 

2.1 Plastics Production 

In order to understand the importance and growth of polymer production and 

polymer recycling in industry today, it is helpful to take a look at the history of plastics 

production since synthetic plastics are the chief polymers which are produced 

commercially, blended, and recycled. Although the first synthetic plastic, cellulose nitrate 

was developed in 1869, growth in the industry accellerated in the 1940's with the high 

volume production of low density polyethylene (LDPE). The industry has grown rapidly 

since then with the sale of ahnost 30 million tons of plastic in the United States and over 



91 miUion tons worldwide in 1993 (3). Most synthetic plastics are derived from natural 

gas or petroleum by a number of different polymerization processes. 

There are several ways in which polymers can be classified. For example, 

polymers are either thermosetting or thermoplastic. Thermosetting polymers are those 

which cannot be reshaped by heat once they are formed. Thermoplastic polymers are 

those which can be remelted and reformed and, therefore, are primarily the plastics which 

are recycled. The most common thermoplastics produced are LDPE, high density 

polyethylene (HDPE), polypropylene (PP), PVC, and polystyrene (PS) (3). 

Thermoplastics can again be divided into two groups, commodity plastics and 

engineering plastics. The thermoplastics mentioned above can all be classified as 

commodity plastics. These are produced in large quantities and are generally low priced. 

Engineering plastics are mora specialized polymers which are characterized by such 

properties as impact resistance, heat resistance, or particularly high strength. These 

polymers are often used m appUcations and products which have been traditionaUy 

reserved for metals. 

2.2 Polymer Blends 

The characteristics which make polymers useful in a number of ^pUcations can be 

enhanced greatly by blending two polymers and taking advantage of their individual 

properties. In addition, changing aspects of the blending process such as the composition 

of the blend, blending method and conditions, or component properties can result in blend 

materials with varying property sets which could be advantageous in different appUcations. 
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Olabisi, Robeson, and Shaw have described the advantages and historical development of 

several such blends (4). 

With the growing number of new polymers being designed, blending presents an 

endless number of opportunities for new material development. The recycUng of post-

consumer plastics also presents an opportunity for blending, although the emphasis in this 

case would be on maintaining property specifications for predetermined appUcations, 

rather than developing new property sets. 

2.3 Plastics RecvcUng 

2.3.1 Growth of the Recycling Industry 

The growth of the plastics recycUng mdustry in this decade can be described by the 

interaction of environmental, economic, and pubUc relation issues. One of the key reasons 

that recycling has seen such an increase in popularity is the diversion of plastics from 

landfiUs. PubUc relations plays a part in this diversion because, as previously noted, 

plastics are seen as long-term, nondegradable wastes. In addition, although the United 

States is behind the smaUer countries of Europe, space for landfiUs is becoming a 

significant issue. In response, many states are limiting the amount of plastics accepted into 

landfiUs by increasing the costs to dispose of these wastes. 

Another method of disposing of plastics is by thermal recycling or incineration. 

Some scientists prefer this means of deaUng with post-consumer plastics, arguing that 

recovering the energy value of the polymer in this way is more economical than 

reprocessing. This option would have to be examined on a case-by-case basis, and is 



dependent on the cost of incmeration and/or the availabiUty of markets for the recycled 

polymer. PubUc relations plays a part in the decision also since incineration is often 

looked upon unfavorably and, as a consequence, suffers from not-in-my-backyard 

attitudes. 

FinaUy, the growth of plastics recycUng has been fueled by government 

intervention. California, which often leads in environmentaUy based legislation, has passed 

legislation intended to increase the amount of plastics recycled. One law requires a 50% 

diversion of plastics from landfiUs by the year 2000 based on levels of plastics sent to 

landfiUs in 1990. Another regulation, effective as of 1995, mandates that HDPE 

packaging contain a minimum of 25% post-consumer material. 

2.3.2 Sources of Recycled Plastics 

As mentioned previously, the most commonly recycled polymers are LDPE, 

HDPE, PP, PS, and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET). These plastics lend themselves to 

recycling because as commodity resins, they are most often compounded into products 

with short usable Uves. There are several sources of plastic waste which can be recycled. 

The first of these is industrial scrap from compounding processes such as injection 

molding, blow molding, and extmsion. Most polymer resin producers recover this scrap 

and seU it as a lower value product. 

The second source of plastic waste is domestic or post-consumer plastics coUected 

from municipal waste streams. The easiest polymers to recover and the most 

economicaUy viable for reprocessing are from single-resin sources such as PET soda 
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bottles and HDPE mUk and detergent bottles. However, since the eariy 1990's, many 

curbside programs have integrated coUection of plastics other than HDPE and PET into 

their programs. Other plastic wastes coUected are LDPE film, PS containers and 

packaging, and mked plastic tubs. Advances in recycUng coUection equipment have 

aUowed for more economical processing of an increasing number of post-consumer 

plastics. For example, the development of optical scanning equipment such as infi'ared 

vision sensors faciUtate quick identification and sorting ofa variety of resin types in 

materials recovery faciUties (MRFs). 

Because plastics have replaced other materials in so many appUcations, the amount 

of plastic in municipal soUd waste streams (MSWs) has grown exponentially in the past 

few decades. According to the U. S. EPA, in 1994, U. S. MSWs contained an estimated 

19.8 milUon tons of plastic, compared to 400,000 tons in 1960. This amount is expected 

to continue to increase, with amount of plastics in MSWs projected to be 23.3 milUon tons 

in 2000 and 28.9 milUon tons in 2010. By weight, plastics made up 9.5% of MSWs in 

1994 (5). However, because plastics have comparatively low densities, the volume 

percentage of plastics m waste streams is higher. 

The amount of plastics recovered from municipal soUd waste streams by recycling 

is estimated at 930,000 tons or about 4.7% of the total plastics generated in the waste 

streams. PET and HDPE, the plastics recycled most, have higher rates of recovery, 50% 

and 29.8%, re^)ectively (5). Although the amount of plastic recovered by recycling is 

low, there has been a definite upward trend in recovery rates in recent years. 
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2.3.3 Trends in the RecycUng Industry 

Several recent trends in the industry have helped to make the processing of post-

consumer material more profitable. Many sectors of the industry, both pubUc and private, 

are improving their ef&ciency through vertical integration. For example, communities 

responsible for curbside coUection programs are integrating forward into MRFs and even 

product manufacturing. Some private molders have integrated backward by obtaining 

MRFs which ensure them ofa constant resin supply at a lower cost. Vertical integration 

has benefits such as reducing costs for shipping and baUng and stabUization of a 

company's supply and demand. 

Another trend which has increased the productivity of processing post-consumer 

polymer material is the compounding of value-added post-consumer resins. Many 

compounders are producing polymer resins from recycled material which have physical 

properties comparable to virgin polymers. This is accompUshed by including one or more 

ofa variety of additives to the recycled material. These additives include compounds such 

as stabUizers, lubricants, and impact modifiers. These compounds, which are often added 

to virgin polymers, help recycled resins meet higher quaUty standards and, in some cases, 

enable them to successfuUy compete with virgin resins. StabUizers, generaUy antioxidants, 

which protect the polymer from degradation by heat or ultraviolet Ught are the most 

widely used additive in the production of post-consumer resms. 

The most recent trend in the recycUng industry is the use of the World Wide Web 

for the maiiceting of polymer resins made from recycled material. There are several 

companies in the United States and Europe whose sole source of advertising is the 
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Intemet. The European Plastics Converters, an umbreUa organization for plastic 

processors have developed a web site which aUows a number of buyers and seUers to 

communicate with each other (6). 

2.3.4 Economics of RecvcUng 

Several factors have to be taken into account when determining the cost-

effectiveness of production of new resms from recycled material. These include 

examination of the cost of alternative methods of disposal, availabiUty ofa constant supply 

of material, and avaUabiUty ofa constant market for the product. 

As mentioned previously, there is disagreement as to whether recycling is 

economicaUy more favorable than incmeration as a disposal method for waste plastics. 

Based on the cost of the energy which can be reclaimed from burning a plastic, and in Ught 

of the many cost components involved in reprocessing plastic for another use, incineration 

may be favorable in some cases. However, the current trend in environmental legislation 

to raise the cost of incineration may prove to make incineration a less viable alternative. 

Because legislation varies by state, and processing prices are dependent on many &ctors, a 

thorough investigation must be undertaken on a case-by-case basis. 

Another reqmrement for the successfiil development of resins from recyclables is a 

constant supply of post-consumer material. As described above, the largest source of 

recycled plastics is municipal soUd waste. Because the amount of plastic in waste streams 

is projected to increase, a constant source appears to be certain. In addition, because the 
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percentage of plastics currently being recycled from waste streams is low, there is room 

for growth in the recycUng industry. 

As long as there is a constant source of recycled polymers to be reprocessed, a 

demand for post-consumer resins is the final requu-ement for success. Current market 

estimates look fevorable for these post-consumer resins for several reasons. First, there 

are several end uses or products which can be accompUshed solely by recycled resins. For 

example, recycled PET is used in industrial strapping, fiberfiU for sleeping bags and ski 

wear, and in non-food containers. Recycled HDPE is used for such products as pipes and 

crates. Even non-segregated mked plastics have found a use in synthetic wood products. 

Post-consumer resins have also become competitive with virgin resins in many 

markets due to the quaUty achieved by the inclusion of additives as described previously. 

Although the plastics market has shown volatiUty in pricing, recycled resins continue to be 

markedly cheaper than vu-gin resins. These factors combine to make the inclusion of post 

consumer resins in new products increasingly popular. In fiict, predictions show that 

about 8% of total forecast demand for virgin resins wUl be replaced by post-consumer 

resins in 1998 (7). 
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CHAPTER 3 

POLYMER BLEND DESIGN ALGORTTHM 

The purpose of this project is to provide a general algorithm to aid in both research 

and commercial endeavors to design or improve polymer/polymer blends. The algorithm 

proposed here addresses the design issue in two ways. The primary aim of this research 

has been to provide a detaUed model which has the capabUity to predict whether or not 

two components can be combined in a miscible blend. In addition, if a blend is previously 

known to be compatible, the model aUows a user to e?q)lore blending parameter 

adjustments in order to improve on that compatibiUty. Specifics of this miscibUity model 

are given in the next two chapters. 

The second issue which the algorithm addresses is the prediction of physical 

properties of the blend, such as melt flow properties and mechanical properties. This is an 

issue which many commercial blenders face since they must provide polymer products to 

meet end-use specifications. A special case of this property prediction involving adding 

recycled polymer to virgin polymer was addressed in Chapter 2. The prediction of 

properties is addressed in this algorithm through a modeling tool caUed artificial n^iral 

networks. DetaUs of ANN and how it is used for this appUcation are given m later 

chapters. 

It should be noted that the design algorithm presented here is meant to be used as 

a directional tool. In some areas, the thermodynamic and ANN models were designed in 

favor of generaUty in order to make them useful over a wider range of polymer types and 
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appUcations. In addition, the model does not specificaUy address issues such as blerKi 

rheology, phase separation, devdopment of blend morphology, and the effects of different 

methods of blending. These topics are covered by both Utracki and Olabisi, Robeson, and 

Shaw (1, 4). Other modeling and experimental studies which examine these topics and 

variations are given in the Uterature (8-11). 

The blend design algorithm is presented in stepwise &shion with detaUs of the 

design given in Figure 3.1. The starting place within the scheme of the algorithm would 

depend on the level of knowledge previously acquired about the blend. For example, if 

the blend is already known to be miscible, the compatibUity model would be used to 

optimize blend conditions rather than determine miscibiUty. If miscibiUty and optimimi 

blending conditions are already known, the user could begin with a model for predicting 

physical properties of the blend. DetaUs of the steps involved in the algorithm foUow. 

3.1 Determination of Objectives 

The first step to developing a blend is determining the objectives and current level 

of knowledge of the blend. The objectives and knowledge level directly affect the number 

of parameters which have to be specified and the maimer in which the miscibiUty model 

should be used. The possible user objectives for this algorithm are divided into three 

major categories: devdopment ofa new blend, compatibUity optimization ofa previously 

developed blend, and property prediction for a blend. 
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Algorithm 
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The classifications of design objectives each correspond to a particular amount of 

knowledge which the user must have previously gamed about the blend. No previous 

knowledge is required if a new blend is to be developed. However, to optimize 

compatibiUty, the user must have reason to beUeve that the components to be blended are 

misdble and/or compatible under at least one set of conditions. Once the conditions for 

maximum compatibUity are determined for a blend, many compounders wish to determine 

the values of physical properties such as tensUe strength and elastic modulus under these 

conditions. The physical property prediction model used m this algorithm, ANN, does not 

require that optimum compatibiUty conditions be used for prediction. In some cases, 

compounders may wish to predict the properties of incompatible blends. However, it 

should be noted that one of the inputs to the ANN model is calculated within the 

compatibiUty model. For this reason, the compatibUity model should not be bypassed, 

even if compatibiUty optimization is not desired. The compatibiUty model is designed to 

calculate miscibiUty under any conditions. The specifications which should be determined 

as inputs to the miscibUity model for each design objective are discussed in the next 

section. 

3.2 MiscibUitv Determmation 

Polymer/polymer blend miscibUity is determined by a thermodynamic model. 

Inputs to the model are blend composition, temperature, volume, and blend component 

properties including molecular weights, densities, and glass transition temperatures. The 
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means of specifying these parameters depends on the objectives of the user as mentioned 

above. 

The program developed to implement the misdbiUty model aUows calculation of 

misdbiUty for a specified blend composition or over the entire range of composition. If a 

new blend is being developed, it is recommended that the user examme the fiiU range of 

compositions initiaUy to determine if miscibUity occurs at aU or any composition. After 

initial examination, the program can be used to optimize miscibUity by varying any or aU of 

the inputs in an attempt to reduce the free energy of mixing. For example, in the range of 

maximum compatibUity, sUght changes in the volume fraction ofa component can have a 

large effect on misdbiUty. Another option the user has is to vary one or both of the blend 

components. Polymers are manufactured and sold in different grades, each with a unique 

set of properties. In some cases, an incompatible blend can be made compatible by 

varying the molecular weight or density of one of the components. 

3.3 Physical Properties of Blend 

The ANN model used in the algorithm to predict blend properties is not a 

traditional computation model. Neurd networks do not cdculate properties by applying a 

known functiond relationship. The reason the method was chosen for this appUcation is 

that functiond relationships for the prediction of polymer properties have not been 

thoroughly developed. ANN are able to make predictions because they have the abUity to 

acquire and retain knowledge about the relationships between mputs and outputs to the 

network. Therefore, before they can be used as predictors, a certain number of 
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mput/output patterns have to be introduced to the model in what is caUed a training cycle. 

DetaUs and examples of how this is accompUshed are given in Chapters 7 and 8. 

As it relates to the dgorithm, a previoudy trained neurd network model requires 

four user inputs. One input, the blend composition, has been previously given as an input 

to the misdbiUty model. The second input, an interaction parameter which classifies the 

blend components, is obtained as an output from the miscibUity model. The remaining 

two inputs are the physicd properties of the mdividud components. These properties wiU 

be the same property which is bemg predicted for the blend. 

The ANN models presented here as part of the blending dgorithm are each 

designed specific to a single physicd property. Each must be trained within an 

enviroimient simUar to that for which predictions are to be made. In other words, the 

experimentd data used to train the network should have been obtained under blending 

conditions simUar to those for blends for which predictions are to be made. 
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CHAPTER 4 

POLYMER BLEND MISCIBILrrY 

4.1 MisdbUitv and CompatibUity 

4.1.1 Definitions 

There are severd levels of mixing which can result when polymer/polymer blends 

are formed. These are dependent on the level of phase separation that occurs after mbdng 

is achieved. MiscibiUty, the most desu-able level of mbdng is generaUy considered to imply 

a homogeneous nuxture with no separation of phases. MisdbiUty in polymer/polymer 

blends can be thought of as the equivdent of solubiUty m polymer or even smaU molecule 

solutions. ThermodynamicaUy, miscibiUty corresponds to a negative free energy of 

mixing. The optimum components for a misdble blend have trdts such as low molecular 

weight, simUar polarity, or the abiUty to hydrogen bond. Although highly desirable, this 

level of mixing is rarest in polymer/polymer blends. GeneraUy some amount of phase 

separation occurs, resultmg in blends which are semi-miscible or completely incompatible. 

CompatibUity differs from miscibiUty in that it generaUy refers to the mechanicd 

state ofa mixture. AU miscible blends are dso considered to be compatible, however a 

system can be compatible even if complete miscibiUty is not achieved. In other words, 

dthough a certain amount of phase separation may occur in a blend, if there is a sufficient 

amount of interaction between the phases of the blend components, acceptable mechanicd 

properties may be achieved. Compatible blends are heterogeneous, and are often 

classified as semi-miscible. 
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Incompatible blends also incur phase separation upon mixing. Their 

incompatibility is a result of a lack of interaction, either physical or chemical, between the 

phases of the blend components. Incompatible blends are completely heterogeneous and 

generally have poor mechanical properties. 

4.1.2 Reasons for Determining Blend Miscibility 

There are several advantages of determining whether or not a blend will be 

thermodynamically miscible prior to blending. Developing an understanding of the 

thermodynamics of blend miscibility allows for one of the simplest means of enhancing 

blend properties and compatibility. If the blend can be described by a thermodynamic 

expression, parameters such as temperature, pressure, and composition can be 

manipulated in order to decrease the free energy of mixing, thus improving miscibility. 

Enhanced miscibility generally results in a more desirable set of physical properties. By 

contrast, the alternative methods of improving compatibility involve physical 

manipulation of blends such as the adjustment of blending methods or the addition of a 

third component such as a block or graft copolymer as a compatibilizer. 

Understanding how miscibility relates to blend conditions may also be useful in 

designing blends from normally incompatible polymers. In some cases, mixtures of 

polymers which are normally thermodynamically immiscible at normal conditions can be 

mixed at thermodynamically favorable conditions (e.g., high temperatures) and prevented 

from demixing upon reaching equilibrium conditions. This is possible through current 

blending technologies such as quenching blends to a lower temperature where the kinetics 
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of phase separation are not fevored, even if thermodynamic immisdbiUty is fevored. In 

these situations, it would be useful to determme under what conditions misdbUity of the 

incompatible polymers could be achieved. 

An understanding of the level of blend misdbiUty is dso useful in predicting the 

flow behavior ofa blend. For example, misdble blends can be modeled as solvent 

mixtures. Immiscible blends with low viscosity of the phase which is dispersed can be 

modeled as foams or emuldons. FinaUy, immisdble blends with high viscosity of the 

dispersed phase can be modeled as suspendons (1). 

Knowledge of blend miscibUity dso dds in the determination ofa blend's 

morphology, the stmcture or domains present in the soUd phase ofa polymer/polymer 

blend. A miscible blend, by definition is homogeneous at the macromolecular level. 

Immiscible and semi-miscible blends are characterized by phase separation, for example, 

upon cooling from a homogenous melt. There are essentiaUy two mechanisms for phase 

separation which are dependent on whether the blend is semi-misdble or immiscible. 

These levels of compatibUity determine the stabUity criteria for phase separation, which in 

tum determines the type of morphology which the blend wiU develop. 

4.1.3 Phvsicd Methods of NfiscibUitv Determmation 

There are severd physicd methods of predicting blend miscibiUty. As the methods 

are described, one should keep in mind that misdbiUty is defined as a homogeneous 

mixture at the molecular level. However, the detection ofa homogeneous imxture is 

dependent on the scde by which the test is able to measure the degree of dispersion of one 
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phase in another. Therefore, there have been conflicting claims of the level of misdbUity 

for given blends in the Uterature. 

4.1.3.1 Phase Equilibria Methods. These methods describe misdbUity through the 

study of phase equUibria and separation. These methods aUow experimentd study of the 

effects of variables such as temperature, molecular weight, molecular weight distribution, 

and chain branching on misdbiUty and phase relationships. 

The oldest phase equiUbria method which is stiU in use is turbidity or cloud point 

measurement. The procedure involves preparation of mixtures at conditions near their 

phase separations and subsequently, forcing the mixtures to separate. Homogeneous 

nuxtures are, by definition, transparent. The onset of phase separation is marked by the 

development of turbidity or cloudiness in the blends. The separation can be achieved by 

preparing films at miscibUity conditions, and heatmg or cooUng through the phase 

separation. 

Light scattering methods are dso used to study phase equUibria. These methods 

can be used to describe thermodynamic miscibUity because the intendty of Ught scattered 

due to concentration fluctuations m the nuxture is inversely proportiond to the second 

derivative of the Gibb's free energy of mbdng with respect to concentration. Severd 

variations of Ught scattering are used for different systems at different domain size 

measurement abUity. Traditiond Ught scattering is used maidy for polymer solutions. 

The scattering method has been extended to include other means of irradiation, namely 

neutron and x-ray, which can distinguish dendty as weU as concentration fluctuations 

within a mixture. 
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4.1.3.2 Glass Transition Temperature. When supercooled below their melting 

temperature, most polymers imdergo a transition from a mbbery or flexible state to a 

glassy state. This is a second order trandtion, simUar to, but not a truly thermodynamic 

transition. The transition is characterized by density fluctuations which result in 

discontinuity in the temperature and pressure derivatives of thermodynamic quantities such 

as Gibb's free energy, enthdpy, entropy, and volume. The glass transition temperature, 

Tg, is the temperature at which the transition occurs and is dependent on such fectors as 

method of sample preparation, addition of compatibUizers or other additives, molecular 

weight, molecular weight distribution, and polymer crystalUmty. CHass transition 

temperatures can be measured by a number of phydcd means including electric, dielectric, 

cdorimetric, spectroscopic, and rheologicd. 

Measurement of Tg's is an indu-ect and quaUtative means of estabUshmg misdbUity. 

A misdble blend should demonstrate a single Tg over the entire composition range. In 

addition, the Tg should be between the pure component Tg's with a sharpness of transition 

simUar to that of the individud components. The glass transition is related to segmentd 

motion. Therefore, a single Tg is not a measure of thermodynamic misdbiUty, but an 

mdication that the domain size of the blend is small, 2-15 imi (1). Immisdble and semi-

misdble blends wiU demonstrate two Tg's within the range of immiscibiUty because ofa 

greater dispersion due to phase separation. 
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4.2 Thermodynamic Characterization of Blends 

Thermodynamic expressions for description of phase equilibria and blend 

miscibility are developed from the equilibrium expression for Gibb's free energy 

G = H-TS (4.1) 

where H, T, and S represent enthalpy, absolute temperature, and entropy, respectively. 

Understanding of the Gibb's free energy allows calculation of the temperatures, pressures, 

and compositions at which a system will be miscible. Miscibility and phase stability in 

two-component systems can be described in terms of phase separation by three 

derivatives of the Gibb's free energy. The first condition of equilibrium miscibility, the 

binodal, requires that the change in chemical potential of each component be equal in 

each phase of the mixture: 

A;u', = AM'; (4.2) 

where i represents components 1 and 2, superscripts ' and " represent phases 1 and 2, and 

JLI represents the chemical potential. The chemical potential is defined as 

f^G^ 
^i = ydn.j 

(4.3) 

where P represents pressure and x\\ represents the number of moles of component i. The 

binodal describes the boundary between stable, miscible compositions and metastable 

compositions which may form a single phase but could phase separate at equilibrium 

conditions. Another boundary condition of equilibrium miscibility is the spinodal which 

is defined as 
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\ >A^ 
^ 2 Jp,r 

= 0 (4.4) 

where m dgnifies a mbdng condition and X2 is the mole fraction of component 2. The 

spinodd represents the boundary between metastable compodtions and unstable 

compodtions which lead to two-phase immisdble systems. The find misdbiUty condition 

is criticd solution temperature which is the derivative of the spinodd or 

T,^ acl ' ="• ^''^ \ ^2 P,T 

A binary mbcture may have an upper criticd solution temperature, a lower criticd solution 

temperature or both. MisdbiUty is achieved in a mbcture at temperatures between the 

upper and lower criticd solution temperatures. TypicaUy, most polymer/polymer blends 

ody exhibit a lower criticd solution temperature in which immisdbiUty increases upon 

heating. 

The miscibiUty conditions described above can be used to determine phase stabiUty 

in a system and to create various phase diagrams. The phase diagrams for blends can then 

be used to study the effects of variables such as temperature and composition on the phase 

separation ofa blend. This knowledge is helpful in adapting blend conditions to achieve 

better compatibUity. Phase diagrams are dso used to determine the stabUity conditions for 

which a particular type of phase separation mechamsm wiU occur. These mechanisms, 

^inodd decompodtion and nudeation and growth, have a marked effect on the type of 

morphology a blend wiU have. This &cet of blend dedgn has not been approached within 
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the scope of this project, however severd authors have addressed this subject matter (1, 4, 

8, 12). 

The misdbUity criteria which is bdng addressed as part of the overaU design 

dgorithm is the vdue of the Gibb's free energy of mbdng. In order for a polymer/polymer 

blend to be conddered thermodynamicaUy misdble, this vdue must be less than zero as in 

traditiond solution thermodynamics. Immisdble blends have a podtive free energy of 

mbdng with compatibUity increasmg as the free energy of mbdng decreases. There are 

numerous models which have been developed to represent the Gibb's free energy of 

mixing. A few of these wUl be addressed here, with emphasis on the solubiUty parameter 

model which was used in this research. 

4.3 Thermodynamic Theories Describing Polymer Mixtures 

The first thermodynamic description ofa polymer system was developed 

independentiy by Flory and Huggms in 1941. Since that time, many improvements and 

newly developed theories have aUowed for more accurate representation of polymer 

solutions and blends. An mcrease m the accuracy of representation of experimentd data 

has been coupled v^th an increase in mathematicd complexity. In aU cases, experimentd 

observations should be used to confirm the accuracy of the theoreticd models. 

4.3 1 Comparison of Polvmer Mktures to r̂ mdl Mplecule Mbrtures 

Most Uquid nuxtures for which the enthdpy of vaporization is negUgible, obey 

Raoult's law and can be described by ided solution models. Even at low concentrations, 
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solutions of polymers show great deviation from this behavior. For example, vapor 

pressures of polymer solution are much lower than those predicted by Raoult's law. 

The deviant behavior of polymer solutions is dso shown in the prediction of the 

mixing term for entropy. The combinatorid entropy for an ided solution is given by: 

^ . = -RZ^MX,) (4.6) 
i 

where R is the ided gas constant and X/ is the mole fraction of component i. This vdue is 

podtive because mbdng of molecules results in an extra degree of freedom. For polymer 

solutions, the vdue of the combinatorid entropy is smaUer than that predicted by Equation 

4.6. The increase in entropy is smaUer because the number of possible combinations of 

molecules is reduced due to the chain stmcture of the large molecule polymer. 

4.3.2 Flory-Huggins Lattice Model 

The Flory-Huggins theory, which was developed originaUy to describe 

polymer/solvent mixtures is based on a lattice model for molecule arrangement. The 

entropy of mbdng was cdculated by statisticd mechamcs based on the fiu:t that polymer 

molecules must occupy many adjacent dtes of the lattice because of their chain stmcture: 

where ^i and ^ are the volume fractions of the components. The entropy expresdon 

differs from that of an ided solution by the substitution of volume fractions for mole 

fi-actions in the naturd log terms. The enthdpy of mixing is given by 

AH^ = RTz^,^2 (4 8) 
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where x represents a polymer-Uquid interaction parameter. Cdculation of z requires the 

lattice coordination rumiber, component molar volumes, and the polymer/solveiit 

interaction energy. This interaction parameter was originally considered to be purely an 

enthdpic term, independent of temperature and concentration. Since then, it has been 

found that x is dependent on concentration, temperature, and the length of the polymer 

chain. DetaUs of various defimtion, uses, and methods of determination of the interaction 

parameter can be found in the Uterature (1,13, 14). 

4.3.3 Advanced Theories 

Severd advanced theories have been developed to describe the thermodynamics of 

polymer systems. Many of these represent the adaptation of the Flory-Huggins lattice 

model to better represent experimentd data for polymer mixtures, including 

polymer/polymer blends. Two types of advanced theories, the equation of state theories 

and heat of mbdng approach, are discussed bdow. Besides these, other approaches for 

predicting misdbUity and/or developing phase diagrams include Simha's CeU-Hole Theory, 

a strong-interactions model, and a gas-lattice modd. Overviews of aU of the advanced 

approaches are given by Utracki (1). 

4.3.3.1 Equation of State Theories. The equation of state theories were the first 

to foUow the origind lattice theory. The first was developed by Flory and his coworkers 

(15, 16). In this treatment, the interaction parameter, x, used in Equation 4.8 was defined 

using an equation of state involving reduced pressures, temperatures, and volumes as weU 

as segment interactions. McMaster (17) has shown that the Flory-I^ggins theory gives 
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results comparable to the equation of state theory when the reduced variables of both 

polymers are simUar, which is the case for most polymer systems (18). Other theories 

based on equations of state were subsequentiy developed by Patterson, Sanchez, and their 

coworkers (19-24). 

4.3.3.2 Heat of Mbdng Approach. This approach is based on predicting 

misdbiUty from the enthdpy of mbdng based on the fact that the entropy of mbdng in 

polymer/polymer blends is known to be negUgibly smaU. In the verdon proposed by 

Barlow and Paul (25), the interaction parameter is determined by group contribution 

methods involving the stmcturd umts of the polymers. This approach requires data for 

the polymers mduding the number of contact sites, exchange energy of contact, and 

contact parameters which must be determmed for individud blends. The approach has 

been shown to give good results for misdbiUty estimation, however it cannot be used to 

generate phase diagrams. 

4.3.4 SolubUity Parameter Approach 

The solubiUty parameter approach closely foUows the origind Flory-Huggins 

model. In this case, the polymer interaction parameter is written in terms of the difference 

in solubUity parameters. The Gibb's free energy of mbdng is given by 

AG^={S, -S,yV^,^, -K/?7tx,ln(^,) + x,ln(^,)) (4.9) 

where Si and S2 represent the solubiUty parameters of components 1 and 2 and V 

represents the totd volume of the blend. The defimtion and determination of solubUity 

parameters are described in the next section. 
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4.4 SolubUity Parameters 

The HUdebrand solubUity parameter is a cohedon parameter used to predict the 

cohesion of components of rmxtures containing Uquids and/or soUds. The solubiUty 

parameter is used to predict, not directiy measure, solubUity for solutions or misdbUity in 

the case of polymer mixtures. SolubUity parameters may be used on their own as 

quahtative predictors of compatibUity or with thermodynamic theories for more detaUed 

compatibiUty understanding. 

At certain temperatures and pressures, Uquids and soUds exist because these states 

are more stable than the gaseous state due to the energetic advantages of closely packed 

arrangements of molecules. The molecules in the Uquid and soUd states have strong 

attractive forces. Cohesion parameters, including the HUdebrand solubiUty parameter are 

based on these attractions. 

4.4.1 Definitions 

The cohesive energy ofa materid is the energy associated with the net attractive 

force of the materid's molecules. It is defined as the negative of the molar mtemd 

energy, U. Molar intemd energy can be thought of as the potentid energy ofa materid 

relative to the ided vapor of that materid at the same temperature. Therefore vdues of U 

are negative and vdues of cohedve energy (-U) are consequentiy positive. The molar 

cohedve energy is comprised of the energy required to vaporize a mole of Uquid to its 

saturation vapor and the energy reqmred to expand the saturated vapor to infinite volume. 
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In liquids and solids, cohesion can be described in terms of cohesive energy 

density, c. The cohesive energy density is identical in dimensions to cohesive pressure, 

and is defined as 

c = ^ - (4.10) 
V 

where V is molar volume. The Hildebrand solubility parameter is calculated directly 

from the cohesion energy density: 

d = c^. (4.11) 

There are several ways of determining solubility parameters. For example, direct 

measurements can be made for liquids which form ideal gases. The vaporization energy 

can be determined through calorimetry. This method of determination is obviously not 

applicable to polymers, although other methods of estimation are available. Solubility 

parameters for crosslinked and semi-crystalline polymers can be estimated by observing 

maximum swelling in a series of solvents which have known solubility parameters. 

Another method of estimating solubility parameters which is highly useful for polymers is 

the group contributions methods. 

4.4.2 Determination by Group Contributions 

Group contribution methods for determination of solubility parameters was the 

first method developed which does not require physical measurements. These 

estimations are based on the knowledge that the enthalpy of vaporization and thus the 

cohesive energy as well as molar volumes increase linearly with increasing chain length 
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through series of organic compounds. Because molar cohesive energy and molar volume 

are the properties required to estimate solubility parameters, it is possible to use values 

based on the contributions to U and V of functional groups in the chains. Several authors 

have determined group contribution values for U, V, and group molar attraction constants 

which are defined as: 

X^=(-S^.E'^)' • (4.12) 

The solubility parameters calculated using group contributions have been successfully 

compared to parameters determined through experimental methods. Although originally 

used for low molecular weight liquids, the method was extended to polymers, although 

the values of the contributions vary slightly. Group contributions to molar volume, 

cohesive energy, and molar attraction constants were compiled by several authors and are 

given in tabular form (13). There is substantial variation in the contributive values for 

individual functiond groups as given by different authors. However when added up to 

calculate the overall parameters for molecules, the values show good agreement. 

Therefore, when using these methods, it is important to consistently use values published 

by a single author. 

Solubility parameters can be calculated using the group contributions for cohesive 

energy by 

5 = 

2 

(4.13) 
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Using group molar attraction constants, solubility parameters can be calculated as 

S = iy. (4.14) 

Determination of solubility parameters by this method allows for the diversity necessary 

for macromolecules such as polymers. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SOLUBILITY PARAMETER MISCIBILITY MODEL 

5.1 Model Development 

The model used in this research to predict polymer blend compatibiUty is a 

program based on a sUght modification of the solubUity parameter model for the Gibb's 

free energy of mbdng which was described in Chapter 4. The enthdpy of mbdng is given 

by 

AH„=V{S,-S,)^,t^,. (5.1) 

This approach is based on the theory that interactions which are imfavorable to mixing can 

be represented by the difference in solubiUty parameters of the mixture components. 

Minimizing this difference reduces the enthdpy of mbdng, which increases the probabiUty 

of blend misdbiUty. The enthdpy of mixing used in this approach is the Flory-Huggins 

representation written in the form 

AS^ = -B[n, ln(<^,)+«, \n(^,)]. (5.2) 

MisdbUity determination is then made by evduating the vdue of the Gibb's free energy of 

mixing for the desired blend compositions and conditions by 

AG, =V{S, -S,)<l>,(^, ^RJ{nM*d'^n2H4>2)]- (5-3) 

It can be seen that the free energy of mbdng is not cdculated on a molar basis, but 

absolutely, dependent on the totd volume of the blend and the number of moles of the 

blend components present. 
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5.5.1 Model Inputs 

In order to cdculate the free energy of mixing for the blend, blend conditions have 

to be suppUed. These include the temperature and the totd volume of the blend. 

Composition must be suppUed as volume fractions. The user can provide a specific 

composition or can choose to have the free energy evduated over the entire composition 

range. 

In addition to blend conditions, severd pure component properties are required in 

order to determine the number of moles present for each component. These include the 

component molecular weights, densities, and glass transition temperatures. The glass 

transition temperatures are necessary to determine if the components are m the glassy or 

mbbery state at the blend temperature. This information is used in cdculation of the 

solubiUty parameters. 

The solubUity parameters are cdculated by the group contribution method 

described in Chapter 4. The program provides a Ust of fimctiond groups and requires the 

user to enter the number of each group present in each component monomer. Vdues of 

the group molar attraction constants and group molar volumes determined by Hoffyzer 

and van Krevelen (13) for glassy and mbbery polymers were used to cdculate the 

solubiUty parameters according to Equation 4.14. 

5.2 Advantages of Model 

There are severd advantages of using the solubiUty parameter approach to predict 

miscibUity. The first of these is the generaUty of the model in its abiUty to make 
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predictions for any component based on the functiond groups of the monomer. This 

could be espedaUy useful in compatibUity predictions for newly designed polymers. 

The model is useful in its simpUdty — the ody inputs required besides the 

fimctiond groups are pure component properties which are normaUy used to characterize 

polymers and are generaUy known. Because the model is quantitative with the vdue of 

the free energy of mbdng as an output, it provides a measure to be used in the 

improvement and optimization of miscibUity in the blends. 

5.3 Lhnitations of Model 

There are severd drawbacks in usmg solubUity parameters to estimate the 

polymer/polymer interaction. Because the square of the solubUity parameter difference is 

used, it is impossible to predict the negative free energies of mixing which are associated 

with certain molecular interactions. MiscibUity is predicted when the heat of mbdng is less 

than the entropy of mbdng contribution term (-TAS). Thus, the model could predict 

immiscibUity for a blend which may, in fact, be just miscible due to interactions. Some of 

the advanced models discussed in Chapter 4 have the abUity to cdculate negative 

interaction parameters, and may be more accurate in cases of borderline misdbiUty. These 

methods, however, are generaUy more compUcated and involve parameters which have 

ody been experimentaUy determined for a limited number of polymers. 

The development of the model was Umited to bmary blends, dthough it should be 

posdble to expand for multiple components. The Flory-Huggins entropy of mbdng term is 

additive, however a means of cdculating an interaction term for multiple solubUity 
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parameters would have to be devised. A third limitation of the model is due to the same 

compUcation ~ the model carmot be used for hdogenated or other modified 

homopolymers such as chlorinated PVCs or polyethylenes. The group contribution 

method of cdculating solubUity parameters is based on the number of functiond groups 

which appear as a constant in every repeating umt of the chain. 

5.4 VaUdation of Model 

In order to test the usefulness of the model, the free energy of mixing was 

cdculated for severd polymer blends for which rmsdbUity had been experimentaUy 

determined. A sununary of the vaUdation results is given in Table 5.1. The necessary 

inputs for the model dong with experimentd rmscibiUty determinations were taken from 

reports in the Uterature. 

Severd assumptions were made in interpreting the information to be taken from 

the Uterature. The temperature at which rmsdbUity is to be determined was assumed to be 

room temperature regardless of the method of blending. Most of the experiment samples 

were compressed films which were aUowed to cool to room temperature before testing. 

In addition, it is usuaUy most usefiil to compounders to know the state of the blend once it 

has approached equiUbrium. The totd volumes of the blends were not stated in the 

Uterature, so they were assumed to be 1.5 cm^ for aU blends. This vdue was chosen to 

approximate the amount of materid used in sample polymer films and mechamcd test 

samples. It was found that adjustment of the totd volume changes the magmtude of the 

free energy vdue, but not the overaU miscibUity prediction. Densities and glass transition 
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temperatures, when not stated dkectiy in the Uterature data were taken for the appropriate 

polymer grades from Brydson (3). 

Descriptions of the blends used to vaUdate the model foUow. Because 

immisdbUity is the norm for polymer blends, possible attractive interactions which could 

contribute to rmsdbUity were discussed for the miscible blends. 

Table 5.1. Comparison of Model Predictions to Experimentd Determinations 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Ref. 

26 

27 

30 

31 

35 

Polymer Pair 

PBT/PVC 

PMPPL/PVC 

LDPE/HDPE 

LDPE/PS 

LDPE/PVC 

MisdbUity 

Miscible 

Miscible 

Misdble 

Immisdble 

Imrmscible 

Method of 
Determination 

Single Tg 

Smgle Tg 

Homopolymers 

SEM, Property 
behavior 
SEM, Property 
behavior 

Model Prediction 

Negative AG., for 
aU compositions 
Negative AGs for 
aU compositions 
Negative AGm for 
aU compositions 
Positive AGB for aU 
compositions 
Positive AGin for aU 
compositions 

5.4.1 Poly(butvlene terephthdate^ rPBTVPVC 

The misdbiUty of blends of PBT and PVC was experimentaUy confirmed by the 

presence ofa single Tg over the entire compodtion range (26). The Tg in this case was 

evduated by differentid scanning cdorimetry (DSC). 

As a rule, most polymer-polymer blends are not misdble. Therefore, it is of 

interest to study blends such as PBT/PVC in order to determine what blend or component 

behaviors &vor misdbiUty. It is suggested that the components in misdble blends 

experience some type of attractive interactions which result in a negative heat of mbdng. 
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The type of possible interactions can be evduated by studying the stmcture of the 

polymers involved. PBT is a polyester with repeat umt as shown: 

O O 
II I r II In 

—h 0(CH2)40C — Ph— c H — 

where Ph represents a phenyl ring. PVC has the stmcture of polyethylene with a chlorine 

atom substituted for a hydrogen on one of the carbon atoms. The repeat umt of PVC is 

given by 

H 

4 CH2—c 
I J 

Cl 
n 

It has been suggested that the attraction which contributes to the misdbUity of this blend is 

hydrogen bonding which occurs between the dpha hydrogen (the hydrogen which shares a 

carbon atom with chlorine) of the PVC monomer and the carbonyl (C=0) group of the 

PBT monomer. 

The solubiUty parameter model was able to correctiy predict the miscibUity of this 

blend. The vdues of the Gibb's free energy of mixing were negative for aU compositions 

as shown in Figure 5.1. The lowest vdue of AGm was -1475 J, occurring at a PVC 

volume fraction of 0.58. The interaction parameter cdculated as the square of the 

solubiUty parameter difference was 2.0 x 10'̂  J/cm .̂ 
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Figure 5.1. Gibb's Free Energy of Mbdng for PBT/PVC Blend 

5.4.2 Poly(a-methvl-a-n-propvl-B-Dropiolactone^ rPMPPLWVC 

The misdbUity of blends of PMPPL and PVC was dso confirmed experimentaUy 

by the presence ofa single Tg over the entire composition range (27). The Tg in this case 

was evduated by DSC. Additiond studies of the dielectric and soUd-state relaxation 

properties dso indicated rmsdbiUty (28, 29). 

PMPPL is a member ofa famUy of polyesters which have been shown to be 

misdble with PVC dependent on the ratio of CH2 to C=0 groups (27). The sUiicture of 

tiie repeating umt of PMPPL is 
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C3H7 

The interaction which contributes to the rmsdbiUty of this blend could be simUar to that of 

the PBT/PVC blend described above: hydrogen bondmg between the PVCs dpha 

hydrogen and the PMPPL's carbonyl groups. Pmd'homme (27) suggests, however, that 

in addition to this interaction, there may dso be a dipole-dipole interaction between the 

same groups. 

The solubUity parameter model was able to correctiy predict the complete 

misdbiUty of this blend with a curve very similar to that of the PBT/PVC blend shown 

above. The vdues of the Gibb's free energy were negative for aU compodtions with the 

lowest vdue of -996 J at a PVC volume fraction of 0.46. The interaction parameter was 

cdculated as 0.68 J/cm .̂ 

5 4 3 LDPE/HDPE 

This vaUdation set was chosen m order to test the model with blends from recycled 

polymers. Although rmsdbUity has not been confirmed through Tg or Ught scattering 

methods, the property behavior of this blend suggests complete imscibUity as is expected 

for a blend consisting of different grades of the same homopolymer. The model was 

tested for blend components labeled Al and B by Reuda et d. (30). Negative AG«'s were 
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predicted over the entire composition range with the lowest vdue of-0.11 J occurring at 

an HDPE volume fraction of 0.56. 

5.4.4. LDPE/PS 

There is much interest in improving the compatibUity of blends of LDPE and PS, 

especiaUy in the recycling industry because these polymers are two of the major 

components of plastic waste streams. Blends of LDPE and PS have been shown to be 

incompatible mamly through their poor mechamcd properties (31-33). Scarming electron 

micrographs (31) for the blend studied here show large domain stmctures within the 

morphology. 

The solubiUty parameter model correctiy predicted podtive heats of mixing over 

the composition range. This blend differs from the previously mentioned blends in the 

method of preparation. Samples were compression molded at 483 K after the melt, 

therefore this temperature was used as the blend temperature. To determine changes m 

miscibUity after cooUng, the model would have to be appUed again at room temperature. 

The maximum AGm was 6.78 at a PS volume fraction of 0.5. The interaction parameter 

for this blend is 6.78 J/cm3 compared to 0.002, 0.68, and 0 J/cm^ for the misdble blends. 

5 4 5 LDPE/PVC 

LUce PS, PVC is a commody used and recycled plastic which is incompatible with 

PVC. Severd researchers have examined the blend's physicd properties and morphology 
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in an effort to unprove compatibUity. Studies have shown that this blend exhibits poor 

properties (32-35) and large domains in stmcture (33, 35) much Uke the LDPE/PS blend. 

The blend used for vaUdation was of virgin polymers dthough the study dso 

contained characteristics and property information for recycled polymers (35). These 

samples were melt blended and then compressed at 453 K. In order to determine the 

effect of temperature on rmsdbiUty, the model was used to evduate the blends at room 

temperature as weU as 453 K. These results are shown in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that 

dthough the highest free energy occurs at the same PVC volume fraction (0.5), the blend 

becomes more compatible as it cools. 

0.000 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 

Volume Fraction PVC 

•T = 453K 
•T = 298K 

0.80 1.00 

Figure 5.2. Gibb's Free Energy of Mbdng for LDPE/PS Blend 
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CHAPTER 6 

PHYSICAL PROPERTY PREDICTION 

6.1 Phvsicd Properties 

Physicd property knowledge is important to designers and manufacturers of 

polymer blends for a number of reasons. For example, many blends are developed 

specificaUy to capitalize on desirable physicd properties of the individud components. In 

the recycling industry, it is often desu-able to add as much recycled resin to virgui polymer 

as possible without compromising property specifications for end use. Physicd properties 

dso play a part in the econormcs of blending polymers. Many compounders reduce the 

cost of polymer products through the addition of cheaper polymers as fiUers. These fiUers 

The particular physicd properties of interest are dependent on the appUcation of 

the blend and priorities of the designer. Those of the most interest to compounders are 

mechamcd properties which are often specifications for end use and the melt flow 

properties which affect the melt blending and processing of polymers. Mechamcd 

properties include tensUe strength, impact strength, elastic modulus, and elongation (at 

break and yield). Melt flow properties mclude the melt flow index and the percent 

elongation of the molten materid. 

6.2 Standard Prediction 

Although there is no generd method of predicting property behavior for polymer 

blends, there has been a great amount of experimentd work in the area. Severd 
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researchers have been able to develop models which successfuUy correlate with 

experimentd data for specific blends. This has aUowed for generd conclusions to be 

drawn about the effect of blendmg on physicd properties of polymers. 

6.2.1 Additive Behavior of Compatible Blends 

It is understood that the level of compatibUity of two polymers in a blend directly 

affects the physicd properties of that blend. For example, an immiscible blend which has 

distinctive heterogeneities wiU generaUy exhibit poor mechamcd properties. 

IncompatibiUty is denoted by a lack of adhesion between phases of the blend which 

doesn't aUow stresses to be transimtted from one phase to another. 

Blends which are known to be compatible generaUy exhibit additivity of physicd 

properties. This means that the property vdue for the blend wUl faU between the vdues 

for the pure component. A plot of property vdues versus composition wiU show a 

continuous and monotomc curve which cormects the pure component property vdues. By 

contrast, non-additive behavior would be represented by curves displaying minunums 

and/or maximums or discontmuities. 

The physicd properties of compatible systems which display additive behavior can 

usuaUy be modeled by theories using ody knowledge of pure component properties and 

composition. In completely miscible blends, the relationship is often Unear, simpUfying the 

modeling. This type of behavior was shown in various blends of polyethylenes includmg 

LDPE, HDPE, and Unear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) for tensUe strength, elastic 

modulus, percent elongation, and density (36-38). SimUar results were shown for blends 
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of recycled LDPE and HDPE for dendty (30). These and other studies show additive, but 

nonlinear behavior for blends for the properties of rmcrohardness, stress at yield and 

elongation at yield and break (30,36,37). Care must be taken when interpreting these 

results, as the conclusions drawn from one set of experiments caimot be translated to 

multiple properties for a single blend or to properties ofa simUar blend at different 

conditions. 

6.2.2 Lirmtations of Additive Models 

The first obvious Urmtation of models based on experimentd data is that 

incompatible blends display non-additive property behavior. These numerous systems 

carmot be modeled simply with pure component and compodtion data. Although models 

for such systems have been suggested (39), they carmot be appUed umversaUy to 

incompatible blends. 

The lack of umversd theories dso appUes to the models of compatible blend 

properties described above. Each model can ody be used for the system for which 

e?q)erimentd data was coUected in order to generate the model. Conflicting reports of the 

behavior of properties for identicd polymer pairs have been found in the Uterature. For 

example, in one study melt flow index was found to be linear with composition for one 

LDPE/HDPE blend and nonUnear for another blend with a different grade of LDPE (30). 

One of the reasons for conflicting behavior of similar polymer blends is the effect 

the method of blending has on phydcd properties. The affect of varying the method of 

preparation on blend rmsdbUity was discussed in previous chapters. These variables, such 
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as melt blending versus precipitation from solution, extend to the physicd properties. 

Variations, even within one method of preparation, such as melt blending, can have a 

marked effect on properties. Severd authors have studied the effects of preparation 

methods and mixing parameters (temperature, screw speed, and mixing time) on 

mechamcd properties (38-40). 

6.3 Artificid Neurd Networks for Property Prediction 

A model using ANN has the abiUty to overcome the some of the lirmtations of 

other models. One of the advantages of ANN is the abUity to model a system without 

phenomenologicd understanding of that system in the form of functiond relationships. 

The approach requires exposing the system to enough experimentd data to aUow the 

network to develop pattern recogmtion between inputs and outputs. 

The type of data, inputs, and outputs to be included m the model are at the 

developer's/user's discretion. Therefore, use of ANN has the capabiUty of bemg a more 

generd model which can be appUed to multiple systems regardless of whether or not the 

system is compatible or shows additive property behavior. The fundamentds and detaUs 

of neurd network modeling are given in Chapter 7. Results of the models developed to 

test the method for property prediction are given in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS MODELING 

Artificid neurd networks are powerfiil computationd tools, physicd systems 

which emulate the computationd capacity of the human brain. The power of ANN as a 

modeling tool is in their abiUty to develop fimctiond relationships between model inputs 

and outputs without previoudy developed phenomenologicd understanding. This 

precludes the need for development of empiricd equations to describe the system to be 

modeled. ANN are able to develop such fimctiond relationships because they are capable 

of pattem recogmtion through exposure in a training envirormient. 

As a modeling approach, ANN have severd advantages which are desirable for 

varied appUcations. Typicd appUcations for ANN include speech and visud pattem 

recogmtion, advanced process control, and weather forecasting. One of the advantages of 

ANN is theu" abiUty to learn and continue learning whUe in operation through continuous 

self-organization. They dso have the abUity to generaUze and make dedsions within the 

region of their training enviroimient. They have the dud benefits of complex paraUel 

processing and high speed. FinaUy, they have the abiUty to distinguish experimentd noise 

or errors. Taken as a whole, these advantages make ANN an exceUent tool for system 

modeling, especiaUy in the field of polymer sdence. 
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7.1 ANN Fundamentds 

7.1.1 Biologicd Neurd Networks 

The basis of ANN can be found in the stmcture of biologicd neurd networks. The 

human brain consists of approximately 10 biUion neurons intercoimected in a complex, 

nonlinear, paraUel stmcture. This biologicd network operates in a cheimcd enviroimient 

receiving inputs and generating outputs in the form of electricd impulses. Inputs to 

individud neurons are received by dendrites. Neuron outputs, dso in the form of 

electricd impulses, are carried away from the neuron by axons. Cormections between 

individud neurons are achieved at the dendrite-axon inter&ce, caUed a synapse. Through 

synaptic cormections, information in the form of stimuU is received, processed, and stored 

in the network or centrd nervous system. The abiUty of the centrd nervous system to 

continuously acquire knowledge through learning and store this knowledge for future use 

is the characteristic for which artificid emulation is desirable. 

By comparison, artificid neurd networks are mathematicaUy comparable 

processing stmctures composed of individud nodes dso caUed neurons. These neurons 

are coimected in stmctured architectures with synapses which transmit information from 

input to output. ANN learn relationships between input and output through exposure to 

training data. Relationships and trends between input data and corresponding output 

vdues can be assimilated through exposure to a training environment. After training, the 

neurd network has the abUity to recaU patterns in order to predict output variables for 

previoudy unseen input patterns. 
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7.1.2 ANN Stmcttire 

Determination of learning method used and type of information storage in an ANN 

is governed by the ANN stmcture (41,42). As mentioned previously, the basic 

computationd imit ofa network is the neuron. Noirons are stmctured in layers, with each 

noiron recdvmg inputs from every neuron in the preceding layer and transrmtting signds 

to each neuron in the succeeding layer. Networks can generaUy be classified as 

feedforward or feedback. In feedforward networks, information transimssion proceeds 

directly from input to output. A generd model ofa feedforward network is shown in 

Figure 7.1. Feedback networks are stmctured simUarly, but have additiond cormections 

to transrmt information from neurons in a hidden or output layer to neurons in previous 

layers. A typicd network condsts of at least three layers: an input layer, one or more 

hidden layers, and an output layer. The input and output layers act as interfaces between 

the actud data and the network by performing scaling fimctions. The hidden layers are 

termed such because theu* neurons never see the actud data. The cormections between 

neurons provide the adaptabUity of neurd networks. The strength of each cormection is 

adjusted via a synaptic weight factor. The weights are nimiericd vdues which are 

adjusted during network training. 

7.1.3 Neuron Processing 

The fundamentd umt of every neurd network is the neuron. The primary 

computationd purpose of the neuron is summation of inputs and mapping to output 

through transfer functions. The basic operation ofa neuron in the hidden or output layers 
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Figure 7.1. Feedforward Neurd Network Architecture 
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of the network can be described in three parts as shown m Figure 7.2. First, the neuron 

recdves input from neurons in the preceding layers via synapses. The strength of each 

input is controUed by multiplying the input by the vdue of the synaptic wdght, Wjt. The 

second fimction of the neuron is the summation of aU inputs, which is described for neuron 

7 by: 

^J=^^Ji^i-^^JBXB (7.1) 
/ 

where input layers are symboUzed by /, XB is input from a bias neuron, and WJB is the 

synaptic weight for the bias neuron. The bias input serves the purpose of supplying a 

constant threshold vdue for the neuron. When the sum of inputs to a neuron exceeds the 

threshold vdue, the neuron is considered to be activated. Depending on the vdue selected 

for the bias and the synaptic weight vdues, activation can occur at a totd input which is 

negative, zero, or podtive. 

The find fimction ofa neuron is to map the input sum to an output of limited 

ampUtude. This is done through appUcation of an activation or transfer function. Severd 

activation fimctions are used dependent on the type of network appUcation and range of 

output desired. The most commody used activation function is the dgmoid fimction. The 

sigmoid fimction used in this work is given as: 

o, = r ^- T (7.2) 
' [l + exp(-(;,)] 

where o, is the mapped output and Uj is the sum of the wdghted inputs to neuron .̂ The 

dgmoid is a continuous, non-linear fimction which is s-shaped and has derivatives at aU 

points. The transformed output from the dgmoid ranges in vdue from 0 to 1. Thus, as 
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input data is presented to the network, individud neurons perform these summation and 

activation fimctions and return mapped output. The process continues through each layer 

of the network until the dedred network output is obtained. 

Neuionj 

Inputs 
X, 

Activation 

Summation 

Synaptic 
Weights 

Figure 7.2. Functiond Scheme ofa Typicd Nairon 
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7.2 ANN Classification 

ANN can be broadly classified by several different means including, but not 

limited to, stmcture, type of activation function employed, and computational method. 

These means of classification are often linked. For example, the stmcture or architecture 

employed for the network will often determine the learning algorithm used for network 

training. 

7.2.1 Feedforward and Feedback Architectures 

As mentioned previously, ANN architecture can generally be classified as either 

feedforward or feedback. The first category of neural network architecture is 

feedforward. With this type of stmcture, information signals are transmitted through the 

network in the forward direction only as shown in Figure 7.1. There are no loops in the 

system; therefore, the mapping of input signals to output signals is instantaneous. 

Feedforward network processing is faster than feedback because network outputs are 

calculated after a single pass through the network. 

By contrast, feedback networks employ internal loops by which the output signals 

of neurons are fed back as input signals to the same neuron or to neurons in previous 

layers. In this way, the output from a neuron may influence the summation of input 

signals to that neuron. An example of a generd feedback architecture is shown in Figure 

7.3. Feedback networks are often employed as recurrent networks in dynamic models 

where time interval tracking is required. 
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Figure 7.3 Stmcture ofa Feedback Network 

7.2.2 Activation Functions 

There are three generd classifications of activation fimctions used in ANN. The 

first, the sigmoidd was described previously. An example ofa dgmoidd activation 

function is given by Equation 7.2. This type of activation fimction aUows continuous 

nonlinear solution output. The second type of activation function used is the threshold 

fimction which has the form 

o(o) = 
1. uSO] 
0, o<0j 

(7.3) 
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The first formaUy defined neuron model, the McCuUoch-Pitts model, uses a threshold 

fimction where neuron output is 1 for a totd summed input which is non-negative and 

neuron output is 0 if the totd summed input is negative. This type of model is often used 

as a classifier. 

The third type of activation fimction is a piecewise-Unear function, an example of 

which is given as: 

0(0)= 

1 '/ 

u if 

0 if 

U^ 

1 

1 
2 

< L > < 
2 
L > < -

1 
' 2 

•» 

1 
— > 

2 

s 

(7.4) 

where the dope of the linear part of the fimction is umty. This type of activation function 

is often used in models requiring nonlinear amplification. 

7.2.3 Computationd Methods 

There are two separate classes of computationd methods in ANN, du-ect 

throughput and relaxation. Direct throughput is the method used with feedforward 

networks. It involves the successive flow of dgnd from input neurons to output neurons 

combined with training so that a set of training input patterns result m desu-ed output 

solutions. Relaxation, on the other hand, uses feedback loops and training involves 

convergence rather that direct solution computation. 
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7.3 ANNLeammg 

Learning, or the abiUty to acquire and recaU knowledge, is the feature that 

distinguishes ANN from other computationd tools and makes them so effective for 

modeling. Learning is required in neurd networks in order for a relationship between 

model inputs and outputs to be developed because knowledge of this relationship is 

unknown beforehand. Learning in ANN is achieved through incrementd adjustment of the 

synaptic weights w^ which are the network's free parameters. The synaptic weights are 

adjusted by stimulation from the learning environment, thus the selection of training data is 

important to the fimctioning of the network. The method by which the wdght 

adjustments are made is determined by the type of learning methods and specific learning 

dgorithms chosen for training. 

7.3.1 Types of Learning 

There are three basic types of learning in neurd networks: supervised, 

unsupervised, and reinforced. With supervised leammg, the traming data set provided to 

the network contains inputs dong with desired outputs. The difference between the 

desired output and the network response is used as an error measurement. The synaptic 

weight parameters are extemaUy updated in order to mirumize this error. 

Unsupervised learning differs from supervised learning in that the desu-ed output 

for training data input is imknovm. With this type of learning, the network must determine 

statisticd regularities of the trainmg data in order to provide a measure of the quaUty of 
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the networks responses. Comparison to this measure of quaUty is then used as a means of 

updating the network wdghts. 

Reinforcement learning by ANN is learning through trid and error. With this 

method, a reinforcement dgnd assigns a reward to accurate network responses and a 

pumshment to inaccurate responses. Synaptic weights are adjusted so as to maximize the 

probabiUty that responses AviU receive reward dgnds and mmimize the probabiUty of 

responses receiving pumshment signds. 

7.3.2 Learning Algorithms and Rules 

Haykin (41) and Zurada (42) give thorough descriptions of severd learning 

dgorithms and learning rules, aU of which function to minimize the error between the 

desired and actud network outputs. One of these dgorithms dong with one rule wiU be 

discussed here, the back propagation dgorithm which was used m this study. It is 

important to note that some learning dgorithms and/or rules are specific to the type of 

architecture, dgorithm, or learning method used in a network. 

7.3.2.1 Back Propagation. A learning dgorithm commody used in multUayered 

feedforward networks is the standard back propagation dgorithm. With this dgorithm, 

training error signds are transmitted from the output layer back through the network in 

order to modify the synaptic weights cormecting each of the layers. This procedure is 

iterative, with adjustments of weights and mirumization of errors occurring after each 

introduction ofa pattem from the training data set to the network. This process continues 
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until a find set of wdghts is determined. The weights are converged from imtiaUy 

randomized and smaU vdues. 

The leammg rule used with back propagation training is the delta rule which uses 

an objective fimction involving the mean squared error between predicted and actud 

network outputs. The delta rule is a gradient descent techmque which searches for a 

minimum withm the error contour of the weight space. The delta learning rule requires 

that the network training is supervised. In addition, the activation function used to map 

input data to output data in each neuron must be continuous and differentiable at aU 

points. 

GeneraUy, in the process of back propagation training, each pattem in the training 

set is presented to the network during which time the network operates in a feedforward 

setting. The error signd which is transmitted back through the network, is generaUy a 

cumulative error which is computed for the entire training set. The cumulative error for 

the output layer noirons for a single pattem in the training set is computed as: 

where/7 represents the pattem in the training set and k represents a neuron in the output 

layer. The error dgnd term, delta, for a pattem in the output layer k is given as: 

S,=id,-o,)f\u) (7.6) 

where f (vk) is the derivative of the activation function used in layer k neurons, d 

represents the desu-ed network output, o represents the output predicted by the network, 

and V is the summation of aU inputs to a neuron as described by Equation 7.1. The error 
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signd for neurons in the hidden layers caimot be directiy cdculated. These dgnds are 

determined by propagating the output layer error dgnd backward to the hidden layers. 

The error signds for hidden layery, then, is given by: 

Sj=f%v)^S,w^ (7.7) 
k 

where / represent neurons m the layer directiy before hidden layery and wtg represent the 

synaptic wdghts connecting the hidden layer to the output layer foUowing it. As 

discussed previously, the updatmg of wdghts is done incrementaUy. The change in the 

wdght of the cormection between neaTonj and nou-on k is given by: 

A w^ = rjS^yj + a Aw ,̂. (7.8) 

where T| is the learning constant, yj is the output of neurony, a is a momentum constant, 

and n dgnifies the iteration. Wdghts cormecting input and hidden layers are updated 

sunilarly. Criteria for determining vdues of the leammg and momentum constants wiU be 

discussed in the next section. A graphicd description of the back propagation traming 

dgorithm is shown in Figure 7.4. 

7.4 Designing ANN 

Many choices have to be made when designing a n^ird network to model a 

system. Some of these, including basic architecture and the activation function for 

neurons, have been discussed m previous sections. Other considerations include the type 

and amount of data to be used for training and testing of the network, the vdues of 

training parameters such as momentum and learning constants, and detaUed stmcture 
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Figure 7.4. Back Propagation Algorithm 
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considerations such as the number of hidden layers and neurons needed. Some design 

criteria are Umited by the type of system to be modeled. For example, back propagation 

training requires use ofa continuously differentiable activation function in aU neurons. 

Many other parameter and stmcture specifications are open to the designer. Some 

suggestions for selection of design criteria and preparation of the neurd network model 

are given. 

7.4.1 Data Selection and Preparation 

Neurd networks may be viewed as sophisticated means of computation as they are 

designed to imitate the behavior of the human brain. It is recognized that their umqueness 

Ues m their abiUty to model complex and often Uttie understood systems. However, as a 

modeling tool, ANN have somethmg in common with other models - the free parameters 

of the system are determined with the use of experimentd data. In order for the model to 

accurately predict outputs for previously unknown inputs, the data used in designing the 

model, or in this case training, must accurately represent the system. 

Severd criteria have to be met when selecting data for ANN training. It is of 

primary importance that the data fuUy represent the system to be modeled. The trained 

network wUl make accurate predictions ody within the environment m which learning has 

taken place. The red data, both input and target outputs, may have to be scded into an 

array of numbers before presentation to the network. The range of scded numbers wdU be 

dependent on the range of the activation fimction selected for the network. For example, 
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the dgmoidd activation fimction described by Equation 7.2 has a range of 0 to 1. A 

suitable method for scaling input data is accomplished by: 

* — 1 . . ^ 
x-x. 

\ 

i^-A^) + 4« (7.9) 

where x̂ aie is the scded mput data point, x is the actud experimentd data point, x . . is the 

minimum vdue of the experimentd data, Xma is the maximum vdue of the experimentd 

data. Ami, is the minimum input vdue aUowed for the activation fimction, and A«BI is the 

maximum input vdue aUowed for the transfer function. In order to compare them to 

target outputs, the ou^ut dgnals from the network must be unscded in a similar &shion 

according to: 

x = 
f V — 

^4nK ^nm 
J(^m«-^-m) +x (7.10) 

where o is the unscded vdue of the netwoilc ou^ut, ô ak is the scded vdue of the 

networic output, 0m«x and Om« are the maximum and minimum vdues, respectively, of the 

red worid data, and Aan and Aam are the maximum and minunum aUowable vdues of the 

activation function output. 

The amount of data needed to accurately train the netwoiic is dependent on severd 

&ctors, includmg the appUcation for which the network is designed and the number of 

inputs and outputs, hence neurons, required for the model. Generally, the more data 

available for training, the better the generalization of the network wiU be. There is also a 

distinct relationship between the number of patterns in the training set and the number of 
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hidden nou-ons in the network. Therefore, the network stmcture must dso be taken into 

account when choosing a training set. 

The avaUable training data should be randordy divided mto two data sets, a 

trainmg data set and a test data set. The test data is not seen by the network during 

training, but is used after find weights have been determined to vaUdate the training and 

test the accuracy of the model. The suggested amount of the available data which should 

be used for test data is from 1/10 to 1/4 of the totd data. 

7.4.2 ANN Stmcture Dedgn 

When designing a neurd network, some stmcturd determinations are made by the 

system to be modeled. For example, the number of neurons in the input and output layers 

are determined by the model inputs and outputs. However, the designer has to determme 

the number of hidden layers to be used and the number of neurons in those layers. These 

decisions can be dependent on the appUcation, and there are no direct methods of 

determinuig what architecture to employ. However, there are some rules-of-thumb which 

can be used in making these decisions. 

It is important to note that many aspects of neurd network design are interrelated. 

For example, as mentioned previously, the number of neurons to be used in hidden layers 

is affected by the amount of avaUable data. GeneraUy, if the user wishes to train to a 

tighter tolerance, more hidden neurons wiU be required. However, it should be noted that 

larger networks wUl reqmre a greater number of training data m order to achieve good 

generaUzation of the system without memorization. Also, dthough larger networks may 
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&cUitate traming to tighter tolerances, the designer need be aware that a weU-designed 

network wiU be able to generalize without leammg each traming pattem within tight error 

requirements. Severd authors have provided heuristic guidelines for selecting the number 

of hidden neurons to be used (2, 41). In this study, the number of neurons to be used in 

each network was determmed through a trid-and-error procedure. The sum-of-squared 

error progression through the presentation of the data to the network during the training 

session was momtored. The architecture which provided the required generaUzation 

without excessive iterations through the traming cycle was selected. 

Another design choice mvolves the number of hidden layers in the network. It has 

been found that for most appUcations, a single hidden layer is suffident. This is generaUy 

the case when the network uses continuous nonlinear activation functions. One hidden 

layer was found to be sufficient for aU of the networks used in this research. 

7.4.3 Training Parameters 

There are three parameters which can be used in the traming of ANN: the error 

tolerance Emn> the learning constant % and the momentum constant a. The error 

tolerance used in back propagation training is a cumulative error over the entire trainmg 

data set. The tolerance which gives the best generalization for the system wiU often be 

appUcation dependent. 

The leammg constant is significant both in the convergence and the effectiveness 

of back propagation learning as weU as other gradient optimization learning methods. The 

optimum vdue for TI depends on the problem and the contour of the error space for which 
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a minimum is sought. Larger vdues of r| result in &ster convergence. However, care 

must be taken to avoid overshooting the minimum error. 

The momentum constant, appUed to the activation function, dso serves the 

purpose of speeding up the convergence of the back propagation learning dgorithm. 

Acceleration is achieved by addmg a fraction of the most recent weight adjustment to the 

current weight adjustment as shown in Equation 7.8. The momentum constant is a 

positive number, usuaUy between 0 and 1 (41, 42). Haykin has described heuristic 

methods for the determination of optimum learning and momentum constants (41). 
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CHAPTERS 

RESULTS OF ANN PREDICTION OF POLYMER 

BLEND PROPERTffiS 

8.1 General Description of Models 

In order to verify that ANN was a possible solution to physical propert\' prediction 

for polymer blends, three models were developed and tested. Each model represents a 

different physicd property of interest to blend designers, compounders, and users. The 

models were tested using experimental data previously published in the literature. The 

description of the models and the results of vdidation testing are discussed in this 

chapter. The three models developed for this project were designed to predict tensile 

strength, elastic modulus, and elongation at break. 

8.1.1 Inputs and Output 

The models were all designed to give a single output, the vdue of the physical 

property of interest for the given blend. There are four inputs to each model: the blend 

composition, the values of the physicd property associated with each pure component, 

and an interaction parameter to describe the blend components. The blend composition is 

given as wt%. The physical property vdues for each individual polymer are the same 

property determined as the model output. 

The interaction parameter was included in the input as a means of characterizing 

the blend for which property prediction is required. The interaction parameter is 
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cdculated using solubUity parameters determined by group contribution methods as 

described in Ch^ter 4. This method of characterization was chosen because it is a simple, 

quantitative means of describing the compatibUity of the blend which is known to affect 

blend properties. An added advantage of using this type of interaction parameter is that 

the model can be used for polymers other than those for which training was estabUshed 

smce interaction is determmed based on the attractive contribution of functiond groups, 

not on specific polymer pairs. 

8.1.2 Stmcture and Leammg 

The models developed here for property prediction employed a feed-forward 

stmcture with du-ect throughput computation. It was found that one hidden layer was 

suffident for aU of the properties tested. The number of neurons in each layer were 

chosen by trid-and-error momtoring of the sum-of-squared errors to give the best results 

within a reasonable time period. Network training was done using the back propagation 

learning dgorithm which was described in detaU in Chapter 7. The activation function 

used was the sigmoid described by Equation 7.2. 

8.1.3 Parameters 

The adjustable parameters for the models were the bias, the error tolerance, and 

the learning and momentum constants which were described in Chapter 7. The bias for aU 

models was chosen to be +1. Acceptable results with reasonable convergence speed were 

achieved for the models with an error tolerance of less than 0.05 per training cycle. The 
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training and momentum constants were optimized for each model through trid and error 

to give the fastest convergence. The optimum vdues were the same for aU models, 0.5 for 

the learning constant, TI, and 0.8 for the momentum constant, a. 

8.1.4 Training and Testing Data 

The data used to trdn and test each model were taken from pubUshed experimentd 

work for various blends, aU of which contain the primary recyclable polymers. Because it 

has been shown that the method of blend preparation as weU as the mixing parameters 

affect the physicd properties of blends, the data for each model was Umited to blends 

prepared under identicd blend conditions. The conditions under which the blends were 

prepared are conditions which are employed in the polymer compoundmg and recycUng 

industry, rather than laboratory conditions. 

Although, the stmcture of ANN would aUow inclusion of the mbdng parameters as 

additiond inputs to the model, the authors decided to forego this route at the present time. 

Additiond inputs would greatiy mcrease the amount of data needed for traming, and the 

amount of Uterature data of appropriate type for the models is Urmted. 

Once the data were chosen for each model, the totd data was randordy spUt into 

two sets, one for training and one for vaUdation of the training. The size of the test sets 

were between 15 and 20% of the totd data. 
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8.2 Model Limitations 

A major setback of the models presented here is that they are specific to a single 

set of blend conditions. Any change made to mbdng parameters including temperature, 

mixing speed, or time of mixing could invaUdate any predictions made by the modd. This 

may not, however, pose too great ofa problem to compounders who generally use a 

single set of conditions, but it does not aUow for optimization of properties through 

adjustment of the blend conditions. In either case, development of an ANN model 

requires a decent size set of data to train and test the model, which in this case must be 

coUected at one set of conditions. Because most property prediction is currentiy done 

through Edisonian means, this data should be avaUable to users. 

The models developed here were aU for bmary blends of polymers. There were 

two reasons for this. The first is that most of the pubUshed research on blends has been on 

binary blends. This limitation was necessarily imposed because Uterature data was used to 

develop the models. In addition, the god of the work was to develop generd models to 

determine whether or not ANN would prove to be an acceptable prediction tool. 

Modeling for ternary or more complex blends would increase the model complexity and 

require and even greater amount of data for training. 

Another drawback of the ANN method is that it is a rather mvolved approach. It 

involves among other things organization of the data, development ofa program to run 

the trainmg dgorithm, optimization of the training through error momtoring, and finaUy 

vaUdation of the training. It was noted in the previous chapter that phydcd properties 

systems which are known to be misdble can often be modeled by simple additive 
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relationships. If the user plans to be working with a single ntiisdble blend, the ANN 

method is probably not necessary, and the experimentd data could probably be modeled 

by simple linear or nonUnear regression. 

8.3 Test Models and Results 

DetaUed descriptions of the phydcd property models are given below. Results are 

presented for the training and test vaUdation data. The trainmg vaUdation is a comparison 

of the model predictions and actud data for the data set origmaUy used to train the model. 

The test vaUdation is a comparison of predicted versus actud property vdues for the set 

which the model has not seen prior to this vaUdation test. 

8.3.1 TensUe Stt-ength 

TensUe strength is defined as the ultimate stress which the polymer can withstand 

before fdlure. This is one of the most important properties for polymer blends which are 

to be used in buUding or other dedgn appUcations. 

The data used for this model was for blends of LDPE with PP, PS, and PVC (33, 

43). More than one grade was used for each polymer type. These blends are aU 

incompatible and are of interest to the recycling industry because of the potentid of the 

specific polymers for reuse. The blends were nuxed in a batch blender at 180 °C for 5 

minutes. The tensUe strengths of the polymer blends range from approximately 115 

kg/cm^ the strength of one of the LDPEs, to 418 kg/cm^ the strength of one of the PS's 

used. Data was taken over the entire compodtion range at intervds of 5 wt%. 
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The stmcture of the network was chosen to include 3 layers. The input layer 

contains 4 input neurons plus a bias, the hidden layer contains 5 neurons, and the output 

layer contdns the single output neuron. Thus the architecture can be described as 4-5-1. 

The results for training and test vaUdation are shown in Figure 8.1. It can be seen 

that the majority of the data feUs at the lower end of the tensUe strength range. Addition 

of the higher strength components to the weaker LDPE M to contribute to the overaU 

strength of the blend or conversely, the addition of smaU amounts of LDPE to high 

strength polymers is detrimentd to the strength of the blend. This is to be expected of 

incompatible blends which generaUy exhibit non-additive behavior for mechamcd 

properties including tensUe strength. The root-mean-square error for the predictions was 

less than 0.009. 

8.3.2 Elongation at Break 

Measurement of the elongation ofa materid due to strain is a means of quantifying 

the ductiUty of that materid. Polymers with high ductiUty are more easUy deformed and 

show a higher percent elongation. The percent elongation at break Sb is based on the ratio 

of the change in length ofa sample bar before fracture to the origind length of the sample. 

In practice, 8b is of signifigance to industries such as blown film and container 

manufiu:turing. 

The data used for this model was for the same blends and blendmg conditions 

described for the tensUe strength model (33, 43). The Sb for these blends ranged from 2%, 
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tile vdue for one of the PSs to 653% for one of the LDPEs. These vdues show the large 

difference in the ductile characteristics of polymers. 

The architecture employed m this modd was 4-5-1. The training and test 

vaUdation results in Figure 8.2 show a cluster of data at low vdues of dongation at break. 

The bdiavior of these blends m regards to 8b is similar to that of tensUe strength. Addition 

ofa smaU amount of brittie polymer such as PS or PP to ductUe LDPE drasticaUy 

decreases the ductiUty of the blend. ANN was able to give good predictions for the 

dongation of break for these polymers—the rms error for the predictions was less than 

0.005. 

8.3.3 Elastic Modulus 

Elastic modulus is defined as the ratio of stress to strain in the elastic region of a 

stress-strain diagram. This is the area where materids undergo elastic deformation, 

meaning they are able to retum to their origind shapes after an appUed force is ronoved. 

The elastic modulus ofa materid is rdated to the attractive strength of the molecules of 

that materid. Polymers with a high elastic modulus are generaUy stiff. 

This modd for elastic modulus was devdoped using data for binary blends of 

polyethylenes of varying dendties, including LDPE, HDPE, and a polymer of median 

density (37). The blends were prepared using a 2-roU mUl at a temperature of 167 **C. 

Samples were thai molded into fihns. The modulus of the blends ranged from 

approximatdy 70 MPa, the modulus of the LDPE used to 325 MPa, the modulus of 
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the HDPE used. The data for modulus was taken over the entire compodtion range at 5 

wt% intervds. 

The architecture of this model differs sUghtiy from the two previous models. The 

mteraction parameter input is not necessary because aU of the blend components are 

polyethylenes. The parameter cdculated for these polymers with identicd fimctiond 

groups would be 0, indicating complete misdbUity of the blends. Therefore the number of 

neurons in the mput layer is reduced to 3 and the corresponding architecture is 3-5-1. 

The results for this model are shown in Figure 8.3. It can be seen that this model 

gave better predictions than both the tensUe strength and elongation at break models. The 

rms error for this model was less than 0.002. The conversion time for the model training 

was dso shorter than the previous models by about a third. These improved results are 

most likely due to an inherent functiond relationship between the modulus and 

composition which has been previously described for compatible blends. It should be 

noted that the modulus as related to these specific polymer blends could probably have 

been modeled by simpler methods as discussed m Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results which have been presented lead to the conclusion that the design 

dgorithm developed here would indeed be a useful tool to those who work with and 

dedgn polymer blends. It is important though to keep in mind that the model is presented 

as a first-step modeling tool. It is meant to be a predictive means of determining blend 

compatibiUty and physicd property vdues. The methods demonstrated here were chosen 

for their abUity to provide good predictions for a wide range of polymer blends rather than 

extremely accurate measurements for a smaU number of blends. 

9.1 MiscibiUty Predictions 

The solubiUty parameter approach to determining Gibb's free energy of mixing 

which is an indicator of miscibiUty, was shown to accurately predict rmscibiUty for five 

different polymer blends. Although the approach is quantitative in that vdues of AGm 

were given for the blend conditions, no data were avaUable to confirm the accuracy of the 

vdues. This does not, however, preclude the usefulness of the model to study rmsdbiUty 

in terms of the blend compodtion or mbdng conditions. The utiUty of the model would be 

increased if the results were combined with other information such as phase separation 

kinetics, crystalUzation rates, and rheologicd data. 
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9.2 Property Predictions 

Although research in the past few decades has produced many studies and 

relationships for prediction of polymer blend properties, a generd method has not been 

developed to date. One of the most useful discoveries has been the additive behavior of 

properties for compatible blends. The neurd network model which was tested in this 

work has the potentid to be useful for incompatible and/or unstudied blends due to its 

generd nature. However, development of predictive models using ANN is a time-

consuming and involved process. Therefore, it is reconunended that dtemative methods 

be explored before using ANN, especiaUy if the nature of the blend to be modeled has 

been weU-studied and is known to be completely miscible. 

9.3 Recommendations for Further Study 

Severd aspects of the dgorithm and design models presented here were simplified 

or limited because this was a first attempt at modeling blends and because ofa scardty of 

vaUdation data. The usefiUness of the models can be extended by increasing the 

complexity in severd areas which wiU be discussed. These additions would probably be 

reasonable to implement given access to a sufficient amount of the necessary type of 

experimentd data. 

9.3.1 NfiscibUity Predictor 

One of the current areas of study in polymer blendmg is the improvement of 

compatibiUty of blends through the addition of block or graft copolymers as 
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compatibUization agents. The extension of the solubiUty parameter approach to ternary 

systems would greatiy dd in determining the effectiveness of these additives. 

In order to increase the accuracy of the AGm prediction, dtemative methods of 

cdculating the polymer/polymer interaction parameter should be examined. The use of 

more complex interaction parameters, which aUow negative enthdpies of mbdng to be 

cdculated, would improve the usefulness of this type of model. Although, the use of more 

complex interaction parameters was not a reasonable approach for this model at the 

present time, it could be feasible when enough study has been done to cdculate such 

interaction parameters for a number of blends. 

The usefulness of any miscibiUty model would dso be increased by combining the 

modd with information concerning the rates at which polymers reach equiUbrium. The 

conditions at which many blends are produced are far from the equiUbrium state of the 

blend. This is the case for polymers cast from solution or extmded from melt. The vdue 

of the self-difiudon coefficient for polymers is low, therefore the blend product would 

drift toward equiUbrium over its Ufetime. This could create a change in the rmsdbUity of 

the blend over time. EquiUbrium rates could dso affect blends which have been devdoped 

under conditions which &vor imsdbUty and 'frozen' through methods such as quenching. 

For these reasons, it would be advantageous to the study of blend miscibiUty to have a 

theoreticd understanding of the affect of equUibrium rate behavior. 
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9.3.2 ANNModels 

The usefiilness of the ANN phydcd property models can be increased in a number 

of ways, aU of which involve providing additiond inputs to the networic. LUce the 

misdbiUty model, these models were dso Umited to binary blends. In order to extend 

them to include ternary or more complex blends, additiond input neurons would have to 

be included. It should be noted that the number of neurons and cormections in a network 

are directiy related to the amount of data needed for traming. Additiond inputs coupled 

with increased amount of training data wiU result in longer processing times for the 

trainmg cycle to converge. These issues should be evduated dong with the advantages of 

being able to predict the physicd properties of complex blends. 

The lirmtations of the models to a single set of blend conditions was discussed in 

Chapter 8. If enough data were avaUable, inputs could be included for blend conditions 

such as temperature, mbdng time, and the shear rate of mbdng. As discussed above, 

increasing the complexity of the blend requires additiond data and processing time. 

However, the advantages ofa generd property prediction model could show great 

potentid in the compounding and recycling industries where aU property determinations 

are currentiy done through experimentation ody. 
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